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The flow field and the energy transport near thermoacoustic couples are simulated using a 2D full
Navier–Stokes solver. The thermoacoustic couple plate is maintained at a constant temperature;
plate lengths, which are ‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ compared with the particle displacement lengths of the
acoustic standing waves, are tested. Also investigated are the effects of plate spacing and the
amplitude of the standing wave. Results are examined in the form of energy vectors, particle paths,
and overall entropy generation rates. These show that a net heat-pumping effect appears only near
the edges of thermoacoustic couple plates, within about a particle displacement distance from the
ends. A heat-pumping effect can be seen even on the shortest plates tested when the plate spacing
exceeds the thermal penetration depth. It is observed that energy dissipation near the plate increases
quadratically as the plate spacing is reduced. The results also indicate that there may be a larger
scale vortical motion outside the plates which disappears as the plate spacing is reduced. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1430687#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud@SGK#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoacoustic engines are devices which make us
thermoacoustic phenomena and function as heat pump
prime movers. They can provide cooling or heating us
environmentally benign gases. Despite recent developm
in thermoacoustic engines~Swift, 1999!, there are many ar
eas requiring further investigation in order to better pred
their performance and guide future designs of thermoaco
tic engines. Particularly lacking is overall research into h
exchangers in thermoacoustic engines, for which there ar
established design methodologies.

Analytical models of thermoacoustic devices have be
developed for the calculation of time-averaged energy flu
for devices operating at low pressure amplitudes~Swift,
1988!. However, these models do not account for entra
effects at the ends of regenerators and heat exchangers
main differences between regenerators and heat exchan
are that regenerator plates are normally at least ten time
long as heat exchanger plates and have a temperature g
ent along their length. Heat exchanger plates are usually
sidered to be isothermal and short enough that plate
effects should prevail over their length.

The motivation for the current work is to understand t
energy transfer mechanisms at heat exchangers in ther
coustic devices. However, in order to model the heat
changer section only, boundary conditions reproducing
energy and flow fields developed due to the interaction
tween the regenerator and the heat exchanger must be
plied at the edge of the domain. Suitable information to
ply at such a boundary is currently not available.

Therefore, the current work deals with the simpler ca
of a thermoacoustic couple. The thermoacoustic couple
tains most of the physical processes that occur in heat
changers but is more tractable numerically. The therm
coustic couple was originally proposed and tested
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 111 (2), February 2002 0001-4966/2002/111(2)/
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Wheatleyet al. ~1983! in order to clearly demonstrate th
thermoacoustic phenomenon. The thermoacoustic couple
stack of a few short plates in a resonator and is designe
that the stack can be placed at any position within the sta
ing wave.

Several works have addressed the numerical simula
of thermoacoustic devices, but most have concentrated
the regenerators@Worlikar and Knio~1996!; Watanabeet al.
~1997!; Yuan et al. ~1997!#. In addition, although nonlinear
ity is incorporated into their models, various simplificatio
to the governing equations have been made.

The work of Caoet al. ~1996! is the only one that simu-
lates isothermal plates in a standing wave using the full
Navier–Stokes equations. However, only one plate len
~which corresponds to the length of typical regenera
plates! was tested and the simulation became unstable
small plate spacings.

An analytical model for heat exchanger plates nea
stack is presented by Mozurkewich~1998a!. Worlikar and
Knio ~1999! included heat exchanger plates in their simu
tion. They considered a single plate but imposed isother
conditions at either edge to represent hot and cold heat
changers. In order to simplify the governing equations,
sumptions such as low Mach number and constant visco
and thermal conductivity were made. Their simulations in
cate that there is heat pumping action on heat exchan
plates that are as short as the particle displacement le
and that the efficiency of a thermoacoustic engine is o
mum when the heat exchanger plates are approximately
length. However, the effect of plate spacing was not teste
their work.

II. DOMAIN AND OPERATING CONDITIONS

Figure 1~a! is a slice~in the x–y plane! of a thermoa-
coustic couple. The extent of the simulation domain is in
831831/9/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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cated by the dotted lines and is enlarged in Fig. 1~b!. The
simulation model is an isothermal plate subject to a stand
wave in a helium-filled resonator. The plate thickness is
modeled.y0 is the plate half-spacing. Throughout this pap
the right-hand end of the plate in Fig. 1~b! is referred to as
the outer edge and the left end is referred to as the in
edge.

The mean temperature,Tm , is 300 K, the mean pressure
pm , is 10 kPa, the frequency,f, is 100 Hz, and the outer edg
of the plate is located one-eighth of the wavelength, 126
from the closed end of the resonator. The oscillatory bou
ary conditions are specified 0.0085l from the outer edge o
the plate wherel is the wavelength. These operating con
tions were chosen to replicate the test cases of Caoet al.
~1996!. The mean pressure used by Caoet al. ~1996! is ap-
proximately one-tenth of atmospheric pressure~assumingTm

and f to be 300 K and 100 Hz, respectively!. This is two
orders of magnitude smaller than that commonly used
existing operating thermoacoustic devices. Parametric s
ies for operating conditions closer to those of existing th
moacoustic devices were done by Ishikawa~2000!. The char-
acteristics of the flow and energy fields for the various pl
geometries were similar to those tested at the operating
ditions of Caoet al. despite the fact that the Reynolds num
bers differed by two orders of magnitude.

Table I presents conditions for the present test cases.L is
the plate length.dkm(5A2k/v) is the thermal penetration
depth wherek is the thermal diffusivity andv is the angular
frequency.dkm is 0.24 cm when evaluated atTm andpm .

Turbulence is neglected for all test cases because
critical Reynolds number, Re52u1 /A(nv), as defined by
Merkli and Thomann~1975!, was always below 400.

Mach numbers,M, are evaluated at the mean tempe
ture and are based on the velocity amplitude at the velo
antinode of the standing wave.PA /pm is the drive ratio,
which is the ratio of pressure amplitude at the pressure a
node of the standing wave,PA , and the mean pressure.Dx
and Dy are the grid sizes in thex and y directions. The
particle displacement length, 2u1 /v ~whereu1 is the first-
orderx-component velocity amplitude! evaluated at the plate
outer edge, is 2.3 cm when the Mach number is 0.01.

The sizes of the spatial and temporal grids used are c

FIG. 1. ~a! Thermoacoustic couple in a resonator.~b! The computational
domain.
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to those of Caoet al. ~1996!. Grid independency was con
firmed by comparing the energy flux at the plate surface
grids of various sizes in Ishikawa~2000!. As shown in Sec.
VII, the results the current work agree with those of C
et al. which, in turn agree with the analytical calculations
Mozurkewich~1998b!.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

The continuity, momentum, and energy equations fo
2D compressible ideal gas at low Mach number are solve
the current simulations. The commercial codePHOENICS, de-
veloped by CHAM Ltd., which solves the governing equ
tions using a finite volume method~Spalding, 1991!, was
used for the present simulations. Schemes used to discr
the governing equations inPHOENICSgive second-order ac
curacy in space and first-order accuracy in time. In orde
couple the momentum and continuity equations,PHOENICS

uses the SIMPLEST~SIMPLE ShorTend! algorithm sug-
gested by Spalding~1980!, which is a variant of the SIMPLE
~semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations! method
~Patankar and Spalding, 1972!.

In the current work, convergence of the simulation w
determined by monitoring the change in each variable a
each iteration and also by looking at the energy balance
the simulation domain. Simulations were considered to h
reached steady state when the changes in all quantities
less than 0.1% of their fluctuating amplitudes from one cy
to the next. At this stage, the difference between the cy
averaged heat flux through the plate and the energy
through the oscillatory boundary was less than 5% of
maximum fluctuating energy flux in the domain. Larger e
ergy imbalances are attributed to the fact that the energy
and heat flux are second-order quantities which are der
from differences between two first-order quantities. Limit
tions of the code~such as single precision in calculation!
restricted the overall accuracy that could be achieved in
second-order quantities.

In order to close the equation set, auxiliary equations
thermodynamic properties, transport properties, and bou

TABLE I. Thermoacoustic couple test cases. The test gas is helium,g55/3,
Pr50.68,pm51.0 kPa. 2u1 /v52.3 cm,dkm50.24 cm.

Run L dkm /y0 M PA /pm@%# Dx/l Dy/dkm

1 22u1 /v 0.3 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 8.3E22
2 22u1 /v 0.6 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 4.2E22
3 22u1 /v 1.0 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 4.2E22
4 22u1 /v 1.2 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 4.2E22
5 22u1 /v 1.6 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 4.2E22
6 22u1 /v 1.8 0.03 5.1 2.5E24 4.2E22
7 22u1 /v 0.3 0.01 1.7 2.5E24 8.3E22
8 22u1 /v 0.3 0.02 3.4 2.5E24 8.3E22
9 22u1 /v 0.3 0.04 6.8 2.5E24 8.3E22

10 22u1 /v 0.3 0.05 8.5 2.5E24 8.3E22
11 2u1 /v 0.3 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 8.3E22
12 2u1 /v 2.0 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 4.2E22
13 2u1 /v 3.0 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 2.8E22
14 u1 /v 0.3 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 8.3E22
15 u1 /v 2.0 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 4.2E22
16 u1 /v 3.0 0.01 1.7 8.2E25 2.8E22
H. Ishikawa and D. J. Mee: Flow and energy fields
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ary conditions are required. In the current work, the gas u
for the simulations is helium. The equation of state for
ideal gas is used to calculate the density.PHOENICSsolves the
energy equation in terms of enthalpy assuming a caloric
perfect gas. The transport properties required in the cur
model are the viscosity and the thermal conductivity of
gas. For simplicity, a power-law model is used for the var
tion of viscosity with temperature

m5m8S T

T8D
s

, ~1!

wheres is a constant, andm8 is the dynamic viscosity at the
reference temperatureT8. The constants used for the curren
work is 0.647, which is appropriate for temperatures betw
15 and 460 K~Chapman and Cowling, 1970!. In the current
work, T8 was chosen as the initial mean temperature of
whole simulation domain.

The kinematic viscosity is calculated by dividing Eq.~1!
by the temperature-dependent density of the gas. The Pra
number is assumed to be constant over the temperature r
of the simulations. This, along with the assumption of co
stant specific heats, leads to the variation of thermal cond
tivity with temperature having the same form as Eq.~1! with
the same exponent.

IV. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the start of the simulations all variables througho
the simulation domain were set at their mean values as
lows:

u50
v50
T5Tm

J at t50 at all x- and y-cells, ~2!

whereu and v are thex- and y-components of the velocity
vector andTm is the mean temperature of the gas.

The conditions imposed on each boundary@except for
the oscillatory boundary of Fig. 1~b!, hereafter referred to a
BCos#, are as follows:

u50
v50
dT

dx
50
J Closed end, ~3!

v50
dT

dy
50J Symmetrical boundary, ~4!

u50
v50
T5Tm

J Plate. ~5!

Special considerations were required at the oscillat
boundary, BCos. In the current work, thermoacoustic coupl
were simulated by applying standing-wave conditions at
open end of the simulation domain@BCos of Fig. 1~b!#. It is
apparent that the flow field near the plate is stronglyy de-
pendent, and it would not be appropriate to use stand
wave conditions if the oscillatory boundary was placed v
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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near the plate. In order to take account of the plate end eff
Caoet al. ~1996! varied the temporal phase shift between t
pressure and the velocity from that of a standing wave
oscillatory boundaries on either side of the plates. Th
simulation domain is similar to the current work except th
it does not extend to the tube wall; instead, it encompas
just the region near the plate. In the current work, one end
the simulation domain is chosen as the closed end of
tube. At the other end, an oscillatory boundary condition~an
ideal standing-wave condition! is specified far enough awa
from the plate that moving the boundary further away did n
significantly affect the simulation results presented in t
paper.

Since a constant temperature is specified at the plat
rise in the mean temperature of the gas in the simula
domain, due to viscous dissipation, will cause heat to fl
out of the domain through the plate. In order to maintain
energy balance for the simulation domain, any heat ente
~or leaving! the plate must be balanced by an energy fl
through the oscillatory boundary. The values ofp, u, andT at
BCos are set to be those of a standing wave. However, g
dients in properties are not fixed here and energy flux
pass through the oscillatory boundary because of these
dients. The oscillatory boundary is further discussed in S
VII.

The pressure, the velocity, and the temperature at Bos

are as follows:

p5pm1Re$p1eivt%, ~6!

u5Re$u1eivt%, ~7!

T5Tm1Re$T1eivt%, ~8!

where Re$ % signifies the real part andp1 , u1 , andT1 are the
first-order complex amplitudes of pressure,x component of
velocity and temperature, respectively, fluctuating about th
mean values.p1 , u1 , andT1 for an ideal standing wave ar

p15PA cos~kx!, u15 i
2PA

rma
sin~kx!,

and ~9!

T15p1 /rmcp ,

wherea is the sound speed,k is the wave number,rm is the
mean density, andcp is the specific heat at a constant pre
sure.

V. VISUALIZATION OF THE ENERGY AND FLOW
FIELDS

In order to visualize the direction of heat flux, temper
ture contours generally are sufficient for steady heat tran
problems but they are not suitable when convection is
volved. For the latter case, the energy density flux~as dis-
played by Caoet al., 1996! is useful for visualizing energy
transfer. Thex- andy-components of energy flux density ca
be written as

ėx5ruS 1

2
v21hD2K

]T

]x
2~usxx1vsyx!, ~10!
833H. Ishikawa and D. J. Mee: Flow and energy fields
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2 of
wherev is the total velocity,h is the enthalpy,s i j signifies
components of the viscous stress tensor,K is the thermal
conductivity, and

ėy5rvS 1

2
v21hD2K

]T

]y
2~usxy1vsyy!, ~11!

where

sxx5m
2

3 F2
]u

]x
2

]v
]yG , syy5m

2

3 F2
]v
]y

2
]u

]xG ,
~12!

sxy5mF]u

]y
1

]v
]xG5syx .

While energy vectors are useful for visualizing the e
ergy field, particle traces are useful for visualizing the flo
field. The movements of gas parcels were traced over sev
cycles. The initial locations of nine particles are shown
Fig. 2. The initial x locations are at each end and at t
middle of the plate. The initialy locations are one cell abov
the plate surface, at a quarter of the interplate spacing,
near the middle of the interspacing.

The locations of the particles after a short time inc
mentDt are calculated by multiplying velocities~in both x-
andy directions! at the initial particle location by the time
step sizeDt. Then, velocities at the new locations are used
calculate the particle locations at time, 23Dt. This process
is repeated every time step until the end of the cycle. P
ticles are traced for a maximum of three consecutive cyc
after the simulations are considered to have reached st
state.

In order to estimate the sensitivity of the particle trac
to time-step size, particle tracks were calculated for two d
ferent time-step sizesDt50.28% and 0.21% of the duratio
of a cycle. The differences between locations at the start
end of a cycle for the two different time-step sizes were l
than 0.1% of the half-plate spacingy0 .

VI. CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISSIPATION

As described by Landau~1959!, energy dissipation in
the simulation domain can be calculated from

ėdiss52T0ṡgen, ~13!

where ṡgen is the entropy generation rate per unit volum
and T0 is the temperature that the system would have i
were in thermodynamic equilibrium at that entropy. The e
tropy generation rate per unit volume in an ideal gas w

FIG. 2. Starting positions for nine particles in the simulation domain
834 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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viscosity for a two-dimensional system in Cartesian coor
nates is

ṡgen5
K

T2 F S ]T

]x D 2

1S ]T

]y D 2G1
m

T H 2
2

3 S ]u

]x
1

]v
]y D 2

12S ]u

]xD 2

12S ]v
]y D 2

1S ]v
]x

1
]u

]yD 2J , ~14!

whereT is the mean temperature of the small control v
ume. @See, for example, Birdet al. ~1960! or Bejan ~1982!
for a derivation of Eq.~14!.#

Energy dissipation at the plate surface can be calcula
from

ėdiss5
1

4

~p1!2

rma2 dk

g21

11es
v1

1

4
rm~u1!2dnv, ~15!

whereg is the specific heat ratio anddn is the viscous pen-
etration depth (5A2n/v). This analytical expression wa
derived by Swift~1988! for the short engine model with a
boundary layer approximation (y0@dk).

VII. ‘‘LONG PLATE’’ SIMULATIONS

Figure 3 shows the energy flux at the plate surface
run 7 compared with run 2 of Caoet al. ~1996!. The time-
averaged energy flux at the plate surface is positive for a h
flux leaving the domain through the plate and negative fo
entering the domain. These sharp peaks in heat flux at
plate edges were also observed by Worlikaret al. ~1998!
numerically and by Mozurkewich~1998b! analytically.

In Fig. 4, the time-averaged energy flux distributions
the plate surface for various plate spacings are shown. Fig
4 shows that the width of the peak in the energy flux d
creases as the plate spacing is reduced whendk /y0>1.0. The
total energy flux leaving the outer edge of the plate and flo
ing through the gas and into the inner edge also reduce
the plate spacing is decreased. Figure 4 also shows s
interesting trends with the plate spacing, especially at
outer plate edge, that were not identified previously.

The characteristic result in which energy flux leaves
outer edge of the plate and enters the inner edge change
one in which energy flux entered each end of the plate a
plate spacing ofdkm /y051.2. The energy transfer is dis

FIG. 3. Time-averaged energy flux density at the plate surface for run
Caoet al. ~1996! and run 7 of the current work.
H. Ishikawa and D. J. Mee: Flow and energy fields
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played in terms of energy vectors in Figs. 5 and 6. Note t
only the simulation domain near the plate is shown.

When dkm /y050.3 ~Fig. 5!, the time-averaged energ
vectors leaving the plate outer edge head towards BCos near
the plate surface and turn back towards the inner plate e
at approximately the thermal penetration distance from
plate~dkm50.24 cm in Fig. 5!. Energy vectors near the inne
plate edge also start to point towards the plate edge at
thermal penetration depth away from the surface. Wh
dkm /y051.2 @Fig. 6~a!#, the time-averaged energy vecto
leaving the plate outer edge start to head towards the in
plate edge soon after they leave the outer edge. Energy
tors near the inner plate edge also head directly towards
plate. Whendkm /y051.6 @Fig. 6~b!#, the energy vectors a
both plate edges are directed towards the plate surface
there is no cycle-averaged net heat carried from the o
edge to the inner plate edge. This is attributed to increa
energy dissipation as the plate spacing is reduced. Th
further discussed later in this section.

Both Figs. 5 and 6 indicate a small amount of ene
flux through the oscillatory boundary~to compensate for the
energy dissipated in the simulation domain! which subse-
quently leaves the domain in the form of heat transferred
the plate. In fixing the oscillating variables at BCos to be
those of the 1D standing wave, the first two terms of Eq.~10!

FIG. 4. Time-averaged energy flux entering the plate for different p
spacings~run 1; dk /y050.3, run 2;dk /y050.6, run 3;dk /y051.0, run 4;
dk /y051.2, run 5;dk51.6, run 6;dk51.8!.

FIG. 5. Time-averaged energy vectors fordkm /y050.3 ~run 1!, M50.03.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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and all but the fourth term of Eq.~11! are zero. Therefore
energy can only enter the domain through BCos in the form
of heat flux or flux due to internal friction. The magnitude
the total energy flux through this boundary is very sm
compared to the level of fluctuating energy flux within th
domain ~typically less than 1%!. It is noted that specifying
the boundary conditions in this way, which is quite differe
from how the conditions were specified in Caoet al., re-
sulted in good agreement between the two simulations~see
Fig. 3!.

For the simulation of thermoacoustic couples, an os
lating solid-wall boundary would be suitable. However, t
boundary conditions used in the current work were cho
with an extension of the work to simulation of only the he
exchanger section in mind. In that case there will be an
ergy flux through the oscillating boundary.

The movement of the gas near the plate is shown by
paths taken by particles 1 to 9 for runs 1 and 5 in Figs. 7 a
8, respectively.xE is the distance from the closed end of th
tube, x50, to the inner plate edge, point 3 in Fig. 2. Th
particle paths for run 4 were almost identical to those for r
5 and are not shown here. Particles 7, 8, and 9 in Figs. 7
8 start traveling just at the outer edge of the plate and
distance they travel in thex direction is approximately the
particle displacement length.

There are some obvious differences in traces for p
ticles at different locations in the domain. All particles, e
cept 2 and 8, move mainly in thex direction with very little

FIG. 6. Time-averaged energy vectors when~a! dkm /y051.2 ~run 4! and~b!
dkm /y051.6 ~run 5!. M50.03.

FIG. 7. Particle paths for nine particles whendkm /y050.3 ~run 1!. L
522u1 /v.

e
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y movement, although, for the smaller plate spacing, ther
more y movement for particles 1 and 7. Particles 3 and
strongly influenced by viscous effects, move less than a q
ter of the distance of the other particles for both test cas

The largest differences are found in the movements
particles 2 and 8. Whendkm /y051.6, the particle traces
show that particles 2 and 8 return to within less than 0.0y0

and 0.02y0 , respectively of their starting positions. Howeve
whendkm /y050.3, the difference between the initial and t
final positions is 0.05y0 , and it is noted thaty0 is approxi-
mately five times that whendkm /y051.6. Tests using two
different time steps indicated that the difference between
starting and finishing points for particles 2 and 8 wh
dkm /y050.3 is too great to be due to numerical errors in t
tracking calculations.

This indicates that over a number of cycles, particles
moving away from the plate at these locations which mus
compensated for by other particles replacing them from e
where in the domain. This is indicative of a larger sca
lower-frequency vortical motion just outside the plate edg

This is similar to phenomena observed by Ozawaet al.
~1999!. Ozawaet al.visualized acoustic streaming in reson
tors with or without plates, at a drive ratio of 0.2%. Witho
plates, there are well-known large-scale vortices between
pressure node and antinode due to acoustic streaming. W
Ozawa introduced a single plate or a multiple layer of pla
spaced much wider apart than the thermal penetration de
he observed a large vortex at either edge of the plates
both cases.

Ozawa’s plate lengths were approximately 1/10th of
wavelength, which is of a similar order to the current ‘‘long
plates. It must be noted that the current work does not
clude the wall effect of the resonator in the simulation d
main, yet the current simulation still indicated the possibil
of vortical motion~of a scale set by the plate spacing! just
outside both edges of the plate for smaller spacings.

In Fig. 9, the volume-averaged entropy generation ra
versus plate spacing~runs 1 to 6! are shown, along with the
analytically calculated entropy generation rates at the p
surface.~The vertical line in the figure indicates the magn
tude of the thermal penetration depth.! To calculate the
volume-averaged entropy generation, Eq.~14! was evaluated

FIG. 8. Particle paths for nine particles whendkm /y051.6 ~run 5!. L
522u1 /v.
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at each cell, multiplied by the cell volume, and summed o
the whole domain. The sum was then divided by the dom
volume. The analytical curve is generated from Eq.~15!,
which represents the energy dissipation at the plate surf
divided by the mean temperature and the domain volum

In order to investigate what physical mechanisms c
tribute to entropy generation, terms in Eq.~14! are grouped
and labeled as follows:

~i! Term 1: (K/T2)(]T/]y)2, entropy generation due to
the dominant gradient in temperature.

~ii ! Term 2: (m/T)(]u/]y)2, entropy generation due to
the dominant viscous effects.

~iii ! Term 3: The remainder of the terms in Eq.~14!.

These terms are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10.
The analytically calculated entropy generation ra

agree with the numerical results at larger plate spacings,
not for smaller spacings. This is reasonable because the
lytical expression was derived based on the assumption
y0@dkm . Note that the entropy generation is much high
than that predicted analytically for the smaller plate spacin
For all test cases, the difference between the entropy gen
tion calculated over the whole domain and that in the pl

FIG. 9. Entropy generation rates for different plate spacings.~run 1; y0

.0.81 cm, run 2;y0.0.41 cm, run 3;y0.0.24 cm, run 4;y0.0.20 cm,
run 5; y0.0.15 cm, run 6;y0.0.13 cm!.

FIG. 10. Entropy generation for different drive ratios.dkm /y050.3. ~run 7;
drive ratio.1.7%, run 8; 3.4%, run 1; 5.1%, run 9; 6.8%, run 10; 8.5%!.
H. Ishikawa and D. J. Mee: Flow and energy fields
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section was less than 1%. Thus, as would be expected,
only in the vicinity of the plate that significant entropy ge
eration occurs.

Figure 9 also shows that the dominant parameters le
ing to entropy generation arey gradients of temperature an
y gradients in thex component of velocity~terms 1 and 2!,
respectively. The entropy generated due to temperature
dients in they direction increases as the plate spacing
creases. Note that this term decreases asy0 increases beyond
0.24 cm. Although the total entropy generation in the sim
lation domain continues to increase asy0 increase, term 1
~which is a per-unit volume term! does decrease. This ind
cates that the rate of increase in term 1 drops when the p
spacing is larger than twice the thermal penetration de
This can be explained by the fact that the temperature gr
ent is large only within the thermal boundary layer. Term
the entropy generation due to dominant viscous effects,
creases quadratically as the plate spacing is reduced.

As the plate spacing is reduced, the amount of h
pumped from one end of the plate to the other decreases~see
Fig. 4!. However, also as the plate spacing reduces, en
dissipation near the plate increases~see Fig. 9! and the high-
est rates of energy dissipation occur at the ends of the pla
The phenomenon of heat entering the plate at both ends
small plate spacings is attributed to a balance between t
two effects.

The entropy generation over the whole simulation d
main versus the drive ratio~or Mach number! is shown in
Fig. 10 using the simulation results of runs 1 and 7 to
wheny053dkm . The figure also shows terms 1 to 3 of E
~14!. The quadratic dependence was expected from the
that the dominant terms in Eq.~14! vary with the square of
temperature and velocity. The analytically calculated ene
dissipation at the plate surface and the numerically ca
lated entropy generation over the whole domain agree a
drive ratios to within approximately 10%. This shows th
most dissipation occurs at the plate surface for this p
spacing and for all drive ratios tested. Again, terms 1 an

FIG. 11. Time-averaged energy flux density~y component! at the outer edge
of the plate for three different plate lengths~run 14; L5u1 /v, run 11;L
52u1 /v, and run 7;L522u1 /v!. y053.3dkm , 2u1 /v52.3 cm. The outer
edges of all plates are atx.126.2 cm. The inner edges of the plates are
x.124.2, 125.2, and 101.2 cm, respectively.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 2, February 2002
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are dominant and the magnitudes of each increase as
drive ratio increases.

VIII. ‘‘SHORT PLATE’’ SIMULATIONS

The time-averaged heat flux at the plate surface,ėy , is
plotted in Fig. 11 for plate lengths of 2u1 /v andu1 /v when
y053.3dkm . The corresponding energy flux vectors a
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The long plate~run 7! result is also
shown in Fig. 11 but only results at the outer end of the pl
are shown. The results show that the heat transfer is in
posite directions at the inner and outer plate edges. This
dicates that heat is pumped from the outer to the inner e
of the plate. This is in qualitative agreement with results
Worlikar and Knio~1999!. The shapes of the curves in Fig
11 are very similar to those for the long plates, except t
for the short plates there is no flat region~whereėy is near
zero!.

Figure 11 shows that the distance from the plate e
where significant heat transfer occurs is approximately
particle displacement distance. For the operating conditi
tested, this suggests that when the plate is more than
times longer than the particle displacement distance, the
amount of heat transfer from one end of the plate to the o
is equal if the plate spacings are the same.

t

FIG. 12. Time-averaged energy vectors for run 11.

FIG. 13. Time-averaged energy vectors for run 14.
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The particle traces for run 11 are shown in Fig. 14. T
results for run 14 were almost identical to those for run
The particle displacements are the same as the plate leng
Fig. 14. These are in good agreement with the prelimin
estimates of particle displacement distance which were
culated for ideal standing waves at the same location.
figures also show that particles 2, 5, and 8~those at a quarte
of the interplate spacing! have a largey movement resulting
in looped paths. The maximum difference between the ini
and the final locations are approximately 2% of they-domain
length and, given the accuracy of the particle traces, the
that particles 2, 5, and 8 of Fig. 14 do not return to th
original positions is again an indication of a possible vorti
motion outside the plate edge.

The time-averaged heat flux to the plates, presente
Fig. 15 wheny053dkm , shows that a heat-pumping effe
exists at the plate surface even though the plate spacin
equal to the thermal penetration depth. However, when
plate spacing is further reduced toy05dkm/3, the energy
dissipation is dominant and the heat-pumping effects are
longer seen. The energy vector pattern fory05dkm/2 is simi-
lar to that fory053dkm . However, the pattern changes si
nificantly at smaller plate spacings. The energy vectors w

FIG. 14. Particle paths for nine particles for run 11 whereL52u1 /v.

FIG. 15. Time-averaged energy flux density in they direction at the surface
of the short plates whendkm /y052 ~run 15; L5u1 /v, run 12; L
52u1 /v! and dkm /y053 ~run 16; L5u1 /v, run 13; L52u1 /v!. The
outer edges of all plates are atx.126.2 cm. The inner edges of the plate
are atx.125.2 and 124.2 cm, respectively.
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y05dkm/3 for L5u1 /v and L52u1 /v are presented in
Figs. 16~a! and ~b!.

The particle traces for the cases wheny05dkm/2 are
almost identical to those in Fig. 14, but the characteris
shapes of the particle traces change wheny05dkm/3, as
shown in Fig. 17. Traces for particles 2, 5, and 8 havey
displacements but there are no loops in their tracks.

IX. CONCLUSION

The simulation results show that a heat-pumping eff
can be seen, not only on the long plates but also on
shortest plates tested, when plate spacings are greater
the thermal penetration depth. As the plate spacing
proaches the thermal penetration depth, energy dissipa
near the plate increases quadratically and no heat-pum
effect is observed. The energy dissipation increases quad
cally with Mach number.

The time-averaged heat transfer to and from the plate
concentrated at the edges of the plates for all test case
constant Mach number, the width of the region where ther
substantial heat transfer decreases as the plate spacing
duced.

Particle traces for the test case with the largest p
spacing and a long plate show evidence of vortical mot
outside both edges of the plate. The short plate simulati
also indicate this vortical motion outside the plates. In ad
tion, particle traces indicate that the gas between the p
surface and the symmetrical boundary prescribes a path

FIG. 16. Time-averaged energy vectors whendkm /y053 for ~a! run 16
whereL5u1 /v; ~b! run 13 whereL52u1 /v.

FIG. 17. Particle paths for nine particles for run 13 whereL52u1 /v,
dkm /y053.
H. Ishikawa and D. J. Mee: Flow and energy fields
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a loop in it. However, to confirm the presence of vortic
motion outside the plates~especially for the short plate!,
more particles should be traced, and visualization exp
ments are required. As the plate spacing is reduced, evid
for vortical motion diminishes.

A number of suggestions for the design of regenera
and heat exchangers can be drawn from these simula
results. The results show that, in terms of the total amoun
heat pumped, it is not necessary to have plates longer
four times the particle displacement distance. Any extra s
face area contributes to energy dissipation. However, wh
certain temperature difference is required along the plate
is the case of the regenerator plate, short plates will resu
large temperature gradients along the plate, in which c
there will be heat conduction losses along the plate.

For the design of heat exchangers, plate spacings o
order of the thermal penetration depth may not be appro
ate, since the energy dissipation increases with the inv
square of the plate spacing. Therefore, plate spacing sh
be determined carefully using second law analysis to m
mize the entropy generation~Ishikawa and Hobson, 1996!.
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